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P R E S E N T A T I O N: 
Cyberpunk or Post-Apocalypse Fiction (20%) 

 
 
Organization: The presentations are to be done in pairs; both people must speak in class; both will 
receive the same grade. Presentations should be 20-30 minutes in total. This is a maximum time limit, so 
please respect the timeframe given. I am available to discuss your presentation ahead of time, either in 
person or by email. 
 
Assignment: You will be working on one of the required or optional cyberpunk or post-apocalypse fiction 
texts assigned for the given week. You should do research on the text and present it to the class, 
incorporating a discussion question. Your presentation should include explicit references to the text 
(quotes, manga pages, or film clips), and you should move beyond description to analyze particular 
themes, issues or emerging debates, providing evidence of them in the text. 
 
Details, process, requirements: 
 
1. Choose one text to work on, and one other person to work on it with. The text(s) should be carefully 

chosen based on what kinds of concerns the text raises that can be revealed through a careful 
reading and discourse analysis based interpretation. You will be looking at both what is said and how 
it is said.  
 

2. Provide a very brief plot and character description. This is especially important if you are 
choosing an optional text to work on. Provide background information on the film or novel, the writer 
or director. Situate the text historically, within the genre. This material can be drawn from research on 
the internet or wherever you find it, as long as the sources are reliable. 

  
3. Engage concepts or larger questions to analyse the text. Use one or more of the specific 

concepts that we have been discussing in class, or introduce a new concept in your analysis. What 
do you think is the most important issue in the text? Is there a particular passage or clip that might 
elucidate this for the class? Are there particular thematic or aesthetic/stylistic characteristics that you 
might want to draw our attention to? Again, find a passage or clip that will illustrate this for the class. 
Finally, you should interrogate what this text reveals (or conceals) about contemporary concerns in 
our society. Does the text offer more than one possible interpretation? Are there any concealed or 
revelatory contradictions or debates the text is putting forward?  
 

4. Prepare one question for class discussion on the issue or theme of your text and the discursive 
concerns it raises. Be sure to allow some time for this during your presentation. A good time to 
introduce a discussion question is just before your conclusion, so that you finish with your own words, 
and the presentation draws to a close with your own concluding insights. You should facilitate the 
discussion, being sure to respond carefully to each comment or question from the class. You may 
also choose to get creative and engage the class in an interactive activity, game, creative moment, or 
something ‘outside the box’. This will add to the participatory nature of your presentation. 

 
5. Please be sure to submit your notes. This should include typed speaking notes, a powerpoint 

presentation if you decide to do one (it is not required), and any other material you engage the class 
with. This can be submitted electronically before the presentation, or in hard copy on the same day. 

 
 


